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The EDP is working with stakeholders in the agricultural sector to scale up progressive practice on farms. 
This series of case studies looks at models of transformation dealing with land and labour

in the rural economy in order to extract useful lessons.
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Key points to note:
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• Klein Ezeljacht is a single beneficiary farm, with a 
commercial partner providing intense production 
support

• The land is leased to the farmer by the state for five 
years, so there is a limit to how much investment can 
be wisely made when farming is a long term activity. In 
theory a longer lease is possible. He has until 2017 on 
Klein Ezeljacht and has halted his expansion plans

• Andre is looking to become a commercial land owner in 
order to secure his future in the sector. He has strong 
views about how a farm should be run and wants his 
independence to farm the way he knows

• The initial private sector partner arrangement left Andre 
disempowered, and only with the second private sector 
partner was the right balance struck for success 

• Forward integration of the growers company gives 
maximum returns to farmers like Andre by controlling 
the value chain

Introduction

Klein Ezeljacht is an example of a land 
reform project where government provided 
access to land, and a private sector company 
supported the farmer in setting up production 
on a commercial basis to the point where the 
farmer is no longer ‘emerging’. Andre Cloete 
is a commercial farmer who has successfully 
negotiated government policy and private 
sector demands, and can reflect on what 
roles different partners played in his journey to 
the 40 hectare farm, half of which is bearing 
apples and pears mainly for the European 
export market.

Andre Cloete had been looking for land since 
1988 when he first became an agricultural 

irrigation designer. After years of working in the 
fruit industry the democratic transition offered 
a chance for Andre to get access to land as a 
farmer and not an employee for the first time. 

But the Department of Land Affairs LRAD 
policy during the 1990’s was to place groups 
of beneficiaries on a farm, which was not 
what Andre wanted. Then in 2006 when the 
department was operating under the new 
Proactive Land Acquisition Strategy (PLAS) 
policy Andre had the opportunity to identify 
three farms for sale. After extensive meetings 
the department finally agreed to assist Andre 
with Klein Ezeljacht in 2007. Andre now 
had land but no moveable assets such as 
equipment to work with. 
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Growing the farm: from 5 workers 
to 48

When Andre first arrived on the land there were 
five workers (2 permanent workers and three 
casuals) in 2008. He now has 12 permanent 
workers and 36 casual workers working in 
the business. That number increases during 
peak season. The workers come from nearby 
rural towns like Greyton, Voorste Kraal and 
Genadendal. 

Since 2010 Andre has established 18 new 
hectares of apples and pears. 
Farming in South Africa has a long history 
tainted by apartheid and colonial exploitation 
prior to 1948. Not everyone is ready for 
change. Of the five original workers on the 
farm, one actually walked out of his job when 
Andre arrived. 

The worker left the farm under the auspices of 
not wanting to work under a farmer of colour. 
An apparent case of internalised racism, this 
legacy of ‘divide and rule’ illustrates that it is 
not always easy transforming relationships on 
the farm.  

Finding the right partners

Access to land is the first step toward 
farming, but without movables such as 
tractors, irrigation etc. a farm cannot produce 
anything. Andre initially got involved with a 
private sector fruit company to get going, but 
it soon became apparent that the balance of 
power was shifting as the external company 
invested in movables and equipment which 
they could then control, to the value of some 
R2 million. Andre was not prepared to be 
reduced to a minor shareholder after his long 
wait to get access to land. As Andre puts it “I 
did not want a boss. I just wanted to farm.” 

The provincial department of Agriculture 
assisted with some inputs to the farm, as did

Overberg Agri. Andre realised he needed to 
buy-out the private sector partner to regain 
control over the farming operation. That was 
when he went to the Two-a-day Group and 
asked for help to buy out the moveable’s and 
become a full partner using their model of 
working with producers as shareholders in the 
entire value chain. Andre knew the Managing 
Director Attie van Zyl from his previous 
experience in farming. After Two-a-day raised 
a loan from a commercial bank for Andre to 
buy himself out of the original partnership, 
things really started to change. On the basis 
of a new and more equitable partnership with 
Two-a-day Andre became sole director of the 
company that runs Klein Ezeljacht.
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Andre Cloete

Attie van Zyl
Two-a-day
Managing Director

“  Since then it 
has been smooth 
sailing. ”
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For Two-a-day it is all about volume and quantity 
of fruit, so they have a technical team that goes 
around and visits all the farms every week. Farms 
also get a big printed manual to help out in the in 
between time. Andre points out that “this is real 
support where you need technical assistance, for 
example when it comes to spraying which we are 
doing now.”

The state as landlord: long-term 
security of tenure?

As land reform policy has changed over the years 
it has become apparent to Andre that there is a 
limit to the model under which he currently farms. 
He cannot buy the farm from the state as it is not 
for sale. He has a five year lease ending in 2017. 
In theory a longer lease is possible but Andre has 
no assurances.

The state ‘Land Lease and Disposal Policy’ 
means that being a beneficiary of land reform is 
effectively being a tenant rather than an owner 
of land in his case. The state holds land in trust 
for previously disadvantaged farmers under this 
arrangement. This leaves the farmer unable to 
use the farm and its assets to finance expansion 
through commercial banks as there is no fixed 
collateral to borrow against. Andre suggests that 
people should get loans to access land rather 
than grants.

Andre laments that planning your future in farming 
becomes impossible if you cannot secure your 
land rights. Farming is a long term investment. 
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“ There is commercial 
value in doing the right 
thing ”                                           Andre Cloete

“Through one of their land reform 
projects 110 beneficiaries can now 
buy a farm for cash with the income 
from their holding in Two-a-day. They 
use returns from farming on a sound 
business model to build assets. Two-a-
day are prepared to put money into the 
farms, lending money to save the farm 
where grants have not been paid by 
government.”

Andre explains that Two-a-day work 
with emerging farmers successfully.

“Soft loans from government like the 
white farmers used to get in the apartheid 
years was a good idea. Government should 
bring this back for all farmers”

Andre Cloete
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It takes at least 8 years for apples and pears 
to mature to full production.

“I put a lot of effort into planting in the first 
years. But now I have stopped planting 
because I am scared. I don’t know beyond 
the next two years if my farm will be given to 
someone else.”

Andre says that purchasing the farm is the only 
way to be sure you will still have secure access 
over 20 years. This leaves him in a difficult 
position currently.

“If I add value to this land by planting more I 
cannot take it with me if I leave. If I am able 
to buy the land from government later I am 
pushing up the price by developing it now. I 
am farming against myself to the benefit of 
government”

This is a tricky problem that encourages Andre 
to see Klein Ezeljacht as a stepping stone 
to the next stage in his life as a commercial 
farmer and businessman. 

This is why his relationship with the private 
sector has been a key success factor. 

Partnering with the private sector

Two-a-day Group (Pty) Ltd is an unlisted 
private company with 18 shareholders, 
owned entirely by the growers themselves. 
What began as a co-operative many years 

ago has become a commercial company 
with a substantial stake in the value chain. 
The group uses forward integration to ensure 
the whole value chain works for the growers 
themselves. Two-a-day partly owns a fruit 
marketing company, a fruit juicing company, 
a packaging company and the logistics 
company that get their apples and pears 
directly into supermarkets like Tesco in the 
United Kingdom.
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“ I can’t wait around for government to 
make up its mind. Government processes 
are slow and cannot keep pace with the 
farming business. ” Andre Cloete



Through their seats on the boards of these 
companies and sizeable shareholdings, they 
ensure that benefits go back to the growers rather 
than independent middle-men. The growers are 
no longer price-takers in this scenario, because 
the whole business belongs to the growers and 
they control the value chain. For Attie van Zyl, 
Managing Director of the Two-a-day Group, land 
reform is the right thing to do. The company 
puts its own money into transforming how they 
source apples and pears on a commercial basis. 
It makes financial sense as well as ethical sense.  

Farm Labour

At harvest time Andre pays an incentive to his 
workers on the number of bins filled above the 
picking quota on apples and pears. Workers 
on this farm earn R800 a month more with the 

incentive. But poor picking leads to bruising of 
the fruit when people pull the apple rather than lift 
it off the tree, which leads to third grade fruit. The 
price obtained for such fruit is a lot lower. So now 
he gives pickers a reasonable target so as not to 
encourage compromise on quality. He explains 
that it is a balance of incentives for productivity 
with quality control at the same time. “You have 
to give a positive incentive. If I tried to deduct 
money for fruit damage that would risk violence. 
You don’t take money away from workers.”

The fruit ethical accreditation body SIZA recently 
audited Klein Ezeljacht, and Andre is proud to 
have made the grade. This ensures access to 
European markets which require baseline ethical 
sourcing standards. Andre explains: “There is 
freedom of speech here. I am strict on principles, 
not on people”.
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